COVID-19
CRANLEIGH SCHOOL SPORTS CLUB

SPECIFIC GOLF GUIDANCE
From 29/03/21 Government guidance now stipulates:
Golfers will have the choice of playing in groups of up to four players. Fourball play can be made up of individuals from
different households or support bubble. Social distancing guidelines must be observed.
A number of measures must also be adhered to:
•When playing in a two ball, from different households, each player should use only their own golf ball. This is also permittable on the putting green.
•Golf Competitions will not be operating at this time.
•All rakes and ball-retrievers have been removed.
•Ball washers and drinking fountains are covered/ taped up.
•All other removable items have been removed, except that stakes defining areas of the course can be treated as
immovable obstructions.
•All benches, seating and also bins have been covered/ removed/ unavailable.
•With no rakes available, Golfers can smooth over any diverts in the sand with their feet if possible.
•Practise Nets will remain closed at this time, however the putting green is available.
•Immediate 1st Aid will be unavailable. Wider services available – please call 999 in the event of an emergency and report
any incident/accident to sportscentre@cranleighactivities.org so that this can be followed up. Please call 07704 959272
for assistance.
•The booking system will offer various tee off times from multiple holes maximising usage in a safe environment. Booking
is comulsary. (Spot checks will be carried out.)
•Members should have Membership cards ready for inspection at all times.
•Guidance and reminders are displayed throughout the course, to ensure that Golfers keep at least 2 metres apart
during the round. When teeing off 2m distancing is also necessary.
•No sharing of equipment at this time.
•Please do not touch stray balls.
•Flagsticks will remain in situ, please do not touch the Flagsticks.
•All players need to arrive at the appropriate facility in sports kit as there are no changing rooms available.
•Hand sanitising – Players should use the hand sanitisers available on arrival and departure.
•All the usual rules of best practice in Golf apply ie do not stand in front of another golf player when they are about
to play the ball. Booking will be monitored,
•Frequency of bookings maybe limited if demand is high.
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